




Saturday’s match was the second and final meeting between the two teams in the 2023 regular season. Chicago
went unbeaten in both matches against Montréal, previously defeating the Canadian club 3-0 at Soldier Field
on July 12. 
Striker Kei Kamara played in his 416th MLS career match, placing him in fourth place on the MLS all-time
appearance list. 
Defender Carlos Terán (left upper leg), midfielders Federico Navarro (left upper leg), Chris Mueller (right upper
leg) and Javier Casas Jr. (right lower leg), and forwards Victor Bezerra (right lower leg) and Kacper Przybyłko
(left lower leg) were unavailable for tonight’s match due to injury.

Chicago Fire FC (8-11-9, 33 points) played CF Montréal (11-14-3, 36 points) to a scoreless draw on Saturday night at
Stade Saputo.

With the result, Chicago remains in 10th place in the Eastern Conference standings, two points below the playoff
line with six matches remaining in the regular season.

Chicago goalkeeper Chris Brady made his first big save of the night in the 15th minute when the Montréal attack
broke through the backline, sending a low shot on target. Brady read the play, making a diving save to his right to
redirect the ball out for a corner. The Chicagoland native finished the match with four saves, including several
important stops late in the match, to record his career-high seventh shutout of the 2023 campaign.

NEXT MATCH: Chicago will head to Ohio for a second-straight road match, facing the Columbus Crew at
Lower.com Field on Wednesday, Sept. 20. Beginning at 6:30 p.m. CT, the match will be broadcast live on MLS
Season Pass on Apple TV. The match will also be transmitted locally in English on wlsam.com and in Spanish on
TUDN 1200 AM.

Social: Twitter - @chicagofire, @vamosfire (Hashtags: #CF97 #VamosFire) | Instagram - @chicagofire |  Facebook

Notes:

Chicago Fire FC Draws CF Montréal 0-0 at Stade Saputo
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